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ABSTRACT

Antivirals have demonstrated efficacy in treat-
ing other infectious diseases in early stages of
disease, reducing morbidity, mortality, and the
likelihood of onward transmission. At the time
of writing, more than 1900 clinical trials are
registered globally to assess the efficacy and
safety of candidate therapeutics for COVID-19.
The majority of these trials are designed to
evaluate the comparative efficacy and safety of

candidate therapeutics for the treatment of
COVID-19 to prevent death among populations
of hospitalized patients with advanced disease.
Yet, emerging epidemiological evidence now
indicates that the majority of those infected
with the SARS-CoV-2, while still infectious,
experience minimal or mild disease sympto-
mology. Like HIV and hepatitis C that pio-
neered treatment as prevention, there is a
missed opportunity for trials of early pharma-
ceutical intervention for COVID-19 disease
evaluating not only reductions in morbidity
and mortality but also transmissibility. We dis-
cuss this clinical research gap within an histor-
ical context of viral treatment as prevention for
HIV and hepatitis C, and comment on the
challenges and opportunities for clinical
research of candidate therapeutics for early
COVID-19 disease.
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Key Summary Points

The majority of clinical trials evaluating
candidate therapeutic interventions for
the treatment of COVID-19 disease are
among populations of hospitalized and
severely sick patients

Antivirals, shown to be effective in early
treatment of other infectious diseases,
should continue to be explored in trials
among patients with early COVID-19
disease

Lessons from other diseases like HIV and
hepatitis C demonstrate that early
treatment, coupled with frequent and
accessible testing, can reduce morbidity,
mortality, and likelihood of transmission

Investigations of candidate therapeutics
for early COVID-19 disease should not
compete with ongoing vaccine trials, and
given the challenges for distribution and
financing of a successful vaccine, early
treatment could be important to
mitigating the pandemic

DIGITAL FEATURES

This article is published with digital features to
facilitate understanding of the article. To view
digital features for this article go to https://doi.
org/10.6084/m9.figshare.12967049.

With more than 28 million people report-
edly infected with SARS-CoV-2 globally, result-
ing in more than 900,000 deaths [1], the
COVID-19 global pandemic has ushered a new
era of rapid and cooperative global health
research. At the time of writing there are over
1900 (n = 1970) registered clinical trials globally
evaluating candidate therapeutics for the treat-
ment of COVID-19 disease (https://www.
covid19-trials.com) [2]. The majority
(n = 1129; 57%) of these trials aim to report the

comparative efficacy and safety of candidate
therapeutics on reducing death among popula-
tions of hospitalized and severely sick patients.
These trials, such as the RECOVERY trial, have
since generated important findings to support
the use therapeutics such as the corticosteroid
dexamethasone, shown to significantly reduce
mortality among specific populations of hospi-
talized patients with advanced COVID-19 dis-
ease [3].

While these trials are important for the
development of effective therapeutics to pre-
vent death among hospitalized patients with
advanced COVID-19 disease, emerging epi-
demiological evidence indicates that a majority
those infected with the SARS-CoV-2 either do
not develop any symptoms of COVID-19 dis-
ease or are able to manage disease symptoms
without being admitted to hospital [4]. How-
ever, despite a majority of those infected either
with no symptoms or mild symptoms, mea-
surements of viral load between symptomatic
and asymptomatic patients are reportedly sim-
ilar [5], indicating that all infected populations
can transmit the virus.

With trials among hospitalized patients with
COVID-19, we identified only 119 (6.0%) reg-
istered trials reportedly evaluating the efficacy
of candidate interventions to reduce hospital-
ization or transmission among ambulatory
populations with an early diagnosis of SARS-
CoV-2 infection, or as a prophylactic therapeu-
tic for highly exposed populations (https://
www.covid19-trials.com). The limited number
of trials investigating therapeutics for early
treatment of COVID-19 disease is disappointing
since early treatment will likely yield the
greatest treatment benefits to both patients and
communities.

Evidence to support prioritizing clinical trials
for COVID-19 among early infected populations
can be drawn from historical clinical research
informing the treatment of HIV and hepatitis C.
The evolution of clinical research to treat and
prevent both these infectious diseases has led to
scientific and clinical consensus that early
diagnosis and initiation of therapy is shown not
only to reduce morbidity and mortality but also
significantly reduce the likelihood of viral
transmission [6].
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COVID-19 clinical trials target at least five
stages of the disease process: (1) pre-exposure
prophylaxis (PrEP), (2) post-exposure prophy-
laxis (PEP), (3) outpatient treatment, (4) hospi-
talized patients, and (5) late-stage critical care
(admission to intensive care unit, ICU) (Fig. 1).
Although we are only beginning to fully
understand disease progression of COVID-19, it
is generally understood that the initial period of
infection is driven primarily by viral replication,
often targeting lung cells, that results in a high
local virus titre before the body is able to mount
an adequate immune response [7]. For this rea-
son, there has been enthusiasm for the use of
antivirals as early treatment as well as for pro-
phylaxis. However, to date, no clinical trials
have demonstrated the efficacy of any inter-
ventions in these patient settings. This should
not lead to pessimism. Drawing from HIV and
other diseases, monotherapies rarely exhibit
optimal treatment effects and combination
strategies should be considered in clinical trials
[8].

The priority for early treatment is not limited
to individual patient recovery. The downstream
effects of preventing disease progression repre-
sent some of the most immediate public health
challenges of this pandemic. Preventing indi-
viduals from worsening COVID disease reduces
their likelihood of hospital admission, thereby
reducing medical resource costs; reducing uti-
lization and exposure to healthcare workers;
and reducing transmission to others. PrEP and
PEP are among the many interventions being
evaluated for COVID-19. PrEP represents the
earliest possible treatment opportunity, even

before exposure, but utilizes the therapeutic
effects of early treatment drugs. For example,
the COPCOV trial (NCT04303507) is enrolling
40,000 healthcare workers in Thailand and the
UK to determine if treatments such as hydrox-
ychloroquine reduce the likelihood of acquiring
COVID-19. PEP also represents early treatment
based on empiric assumptions of infection.
Utilizing treatment as prevention as a public
health strategy borrows strongly from HIV,
hepatitis C, and tuberculosis prevention cam-
paigns [9] For COVID-19, early treatment that
reduces viral shedding should be considered a
priority outcome, as decreased transmission to
others has both individual and community
benefits. Although the amount of exposure to
virus required for successful transmission is
unknown, treated individuals may be less likely
to transmit compared to untreated infected
persons. Early treatment is very likely to be cost-
effective. By reducing the period of infectious-
ness, there are important opportunities to
shorten the duration of containment and
quarantine, and realise both quality of life and
economic benefits via reduced direct and indi-
rect costs associated with isolation infection
control practices.

By reducing the probability of clinical dete-
rioration and hospital admission, there is also
the potential for significant cost avoidance.
Considering the average cost of hospitalization
due to COVID-19 in the USA is US$73,000 per
patient, a drug costing less than US$3000 (e.g.
the approximate cost of remdesivir) is likely
cost-effective when considering likely reduced
transmission and their subsequent probability

Fig. 1 Therapeutic targets and populations of interest to clinical intervention of COVID-19
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of hospitalization. Repurposed drugs would
likely be much cheaper than novel ones, but
number needed to treat (NNT) to prevent hos-
pitalization should be estimated for early inter-
ventions. Given the incidence of COVID in low-
and middle-income countries, there is a priority
for low-cost interventions.

Antivirals are a cornerstone of pandemic
preparedness and pandemic response. They can
be directed for treatment of infection and in si-
tuations where vaccines are ineffective or
unavailable, and they are proven to treat and
prevent the transmission of infectious diseases.
At the patient level, viral infection and replica-
tion results in a host response and disease
manifestations, and therapeutics that target this
disease progression, particularly those in early
disease stages, can minimize the inflammatory
host response that leads to poor patient clinical
outcomes [10]. By reducing the high initial viral
titres and duration of viral shedding of an
individual, antivirals can importantly also
reduce the period of infectiousness, resulting in
a decreased length of home isolation or length
of stay in hospital. For example, oseltamivir,
approved by the US Food and Drug Adminis-
tration (FDA) for both treatment and prophy-
laxis of influenza, has been shown to decrease
transmission among households and prevent
community outbreaks [7].

Like therapeutics for HIV and hepatitis C
[11, 12], antivirals have been utilised in public
health contexts to reduce community trans-
mission [13]. Interdisciplinary modelling stud-
ies linking antiviral pharmacology impact on
individual viral shedding to community spread
to health economics [14] can be used to inform
optimal positioning of antiviral treatment
interventions within the patient disease journey
and health care system for maximum ‘‘individ-
ual’’ and/or ‘‘population health’’ benefit. In
contrast to the ICU or inpatient environments,
it stands to reason that early infections identi-
fied in an outpatient setting have the highest
potential for public health impact. In this con-
text, cessation of viral shedding is an endpoint
that has as high importance as an indicator of
patient clinical improvement. The evaluation of
combination antivirals is likely necessary to

identify therapeutics that achieve both these
clinical and virologic benefits [15].

While this theoretical scientific support for
antiviral therapeutics for early COVID-19 dis-
ease is promising, there are substantial chal-
lenges posed to clinical trialists aiming to
evaluate candidate interventions. First, while
the epidemiology of COVID-19 has been
extensively reviewed [16], defining and recruit-
ing patient populations with early COVID-19
disease is a challenge for trialists. For the limited
number of ongoing trials evaluating candidate
therapeutics among patient populations with
early COVID-19 disease, differences in study
inclusion criteria may limit the comparability of
study findings. For example, the inclusion cri-
teria for participation in the TOGETHER Trial
(https://www.togethertrial.com) with recruit-
ment sites in Washington State, Brazil, and
South Africa define its study population of
patients with early COVID-19 infection by
those who present to a clinic with COVID-19
symptoms with a confirmed RT-PCR diagnosis
and self-report the onset of these symptoms
within 72 h prior to diagnosis. These study
inclusion criteria differ from those of a trial in
France, for example, that reported findings on
the comparative efficacy of therapeutics, in an
early infected patient population recruited
through a mass testing campaign and included
both patients with a confirmed diagnosis who
were both symptomatic and asymptomatic, and
their contacts [17].

Another major challenge for trialists con-
ducting studies evaluating the comparative
efficacy of interventions among early COVID-19
disease populations is identifying and measur-
ing the right outcome. Trials among this pop-
ulation are most often powered to detect
differences in a primary outcome of hospital-
ization. While this outcome is important for
identifying effective therapeutics that slow dis-
ease progression and the need for inpatient
care, secondary outcome measures are still
needed to identify effective therapeutics that
reduce viral load and thus the likelihood of
transmission. Clinical trials evaluating both
repurposed and novel therapeutic agents in this
population with different mechanisms of action
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should consider outcomes that measure both
disease progression and changes in viral load.

Adding to these challenges is that trials
among early COVID-19 disease populations are
more expensive to conduct than trials in out-
patient settings. Early disease populations are
more resource-intensive to identify and retain
in a study participation, requiring home visits
by study staff and follow-up by telemedicine
with each patient. For trials in this population
to succeed, research funders must acknowledge
the important differences between hospitalized
and early disease outpatient populations, and
commit to appropriate funding streams to sup-
port these trials.

The search for effective therapeutics among
early COVID-19 disease populations must also
be scalable and acceptable among a general
population. Trials of lopinavir–ritonavir, for
example, have reported a high rate of discon-
tinuation due to adverse events [18]. Research-
ers must also consider the implications of
overtreating COVID-19. The vast majority of
those infected with COVID-19 recover without
any medical intervention, so considerations for
appropriate use of early treatment must still be
investigated. Finally, a research agenda with the
aim of identifying effective therapeutics for the
treatment of early COVID-19 disease should not
be considered a should not compete with a
parallel research agenda for vaccine develop-
ment. While a number of vaccine candidates are
demonstrating promise, little is known about
how long these vaccines will provide protec-
tion, and even if a strong candidate emerges,
global scale-up and equitable access will present
important challenges.

While early treatment for infectious diseases
to prevent morbidity and mortality and reduce
community transmission is not a new idea,
there is limited attention to this approach
among clinical trialists evaluating therapeutics
for COVID-19 in this population. Adapting this
strategy of expanding access to early treatment
for COVID-19 poses many challenges, and
necessitates a unified global research agenda
that recognizes the promise of early treatment
for COVID-19 disease and prioritizes research
funding for multi-site clinical trials of this
population. In the absence of an effective and

widely available vaccine, failing to prioritize
clinical research among early infected popula-
tions may be a missed opportunity.
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